In this paper we implement a Local Linear Regression Ensemble Committee (LOLREC) to predict 1-day-ahead returns of 453 assets form the S&P500. The estimates and the historical returns of the committees are used to compute the weights of the portfolio from the 453 stock. The proposed method outperforms benchmark portfolio selection strategies that optimize the growth rate of the capital. We investigate the effect of algorithm parameter m: the number of selected stocks on achieved average annual yields. Results suggest the algorithm's practical usefulness in everyday trading.
Introduction
In this paper we present a sequential investment strategy -a portfolio selection strategy or portfolio optimization technique -that could be used in financial markets. Sequential investment means that at the end of one trading period the investor is allowed to redistribute his current capital among a set of available assets. The investor's goal is to maximize his capital. The portfolio selection is based on historical data collected from the market. Local linear regression base models or experts are used in an ensemble called a committee to model the nextday return of an asset. The committees use different voting strategies to provide the estimate for each asset. The estimates along with historical performances will be used to generate portfolio weights for a given trading period. Numerical results will be presented to show the performance of the portfolio selection strategy.
the strategy is self-financing and no withdrawal of capital is allowed, furthermore because of the non-negativity of b i no short selling or buying on margin is allowed. The stream of market vectors X 1 , X 2 , …, X i represent the evolution of the market and for all X i the investor selects a portfolio vector B i . The achieved wealth in each market period is computed by Formula 1.
(Formula 1) … So in the 0 th period we start trading with 1 unit of hypothetical dollars. The following period's wealth can be computed by the product of the previously accumulated wealth, the new market vector and the portfolio vector.
Portfolio weight estimation with ensemble methods
There are two approaches modeling the evolution of the market: allowing X i to take arbitrary values without a stochastic model [5, 6] or assuming that the prices are realizations of a random process and describe a statistical model [2, 3] . The former papers shows that a finite number of base models called experts infer the unknown distribution of the underlying random process that generates the market vectors.
The experts than generate a portfolio vector that maximizes the wealth given the empirical distribution of the data collected. Experts are combined weighed by their past performance (the wealth achieved so far) generating a portfolio vector, that maximizes the growth rate of the capital. Our approach uses historical returns to estimate next-period returns of individual assets in the portfolio with local linear regression base estimators of one-period-ahead returns called experts that are set with different parameters. We use the experts to create a committee with different voting functions to aggregate the base predictions of the individual experts.
This technique is referred to as ensemble methods in machine learning.
[10] Numerous papers suggest that ensembles combining many simple base models perform better and provide greater accuracy compared to only one highly sophisticated model, that have been tuned extensively. [11, 12] This ensemble method is used in random forests where a vast number of trees are built on different attribute subsets and averaged to provide prediction in classification. [1] This technique show up in the technique presented in [2, 3] and we will also use this approach in our algorithm in the committees that estimate the next-period return using base predictors with different parameters. We want to emphasise that one could use other modeling techniques for next-period return estimation, or use an ensemble of ensembles. We will discuss these possibilities in the last section.
Győrfy mentions that if d is large there are not enough historical data to infer the distribution of the market vector. [2] By simplifying the problem to individual assets overcomes this problem of d being a large number and overcome the problem of "curse of dimensionality".
Furthermore methods using the entire market vector has a problem that if one wants to perform modeling on a different set of assets one have to construct the model all over again, which is very time consuming. By individual asset return estimation we may lose information that is represented in cross-asset dependencies, thus generate lower growth rate of the capital, but gain an advantage in decreased runtime of portfolio vector estimation. Furthermore each expert's output estimation and the committee estimates can be reused: they only need to be generated once. This way we can perform analysis of multiple portfolios easily considering a universe of all possible assets. A previously computed portfolio's subset can be analyzed even faster since only the weights have to be recalculated.
The proposed method focuses more on practical usefulness, ease of implementation, however numerical results will show that our approach outperforms highly optimized portfolio selection strategies on reference datasets.
Implementation

Local linear regression experts
The section explains how one local linear regression base expert is built, what input data is used and how the learning scheme is applied. In general a base model in an ensemble could be any model we have chosen local linear regression because recent studies suggest the practical usefulness of the method in return forecasting [7] [8] [9] [10] . Local Polynomial Regression in RapidMiner takes a number of parameters; by setting the degree parameter to 1 we get a Local Linear Regression. We refer to parameters that are not set in our algorithm as constant and variable if we allow setting of those parameters. Table 1 show these parameters along with a window size parameter that sets the lookback window size w of a Windowing operator that transforms the single column input market vector for an arbitrary asset into an ExampleSet containing past return data. We will use the notion for an expert E j (k,w): the expert is operating on the j th asset with, the k closest neighbors are selected to be used in the local linear regression and the window transformation with window size w will be performed before the learning is started. We show a general dataset that is used to build one expert with w=3 in Table 2 . The label variable is the label (target), predictor-1, predictor-2 and predictor-3 is the predictor variables that are generated by the Windowing operator 1 . A sliding window is used to extend the train set size of the model. The train_set attribute indicates that an example is used in the training phase: A value of 1 indicates it is in the training set, 2 indicates it is in the application set. In our setting the train set starts from the first example and lasts with the i-1 th example the model is applied on the i th example in the i th iteration. Note that this learning scheme does not use validation in any form. Table 2 . A general outline of an example set generated from an n length market vector of an arbitrary asset used to train a local linear regression model
One could use a filter parameter to reduce the size of the training set to speed up the model building and exclude examples from the past. Past performance -for example the return achieved by the expert -could be used to weigh an expert in the committee, however neither previously mentioned improvements had been implemented in the current to setup.
Local linear regression committee
The committee for the j th asset C j (K,W,V) consist of local linear regression experts E j (k,w) where k ∈ K, K ∈ , w ∈ W, W ∈ and the committee's voting function is V. In the i th iteration let the estimate of E j (k,w) be e ij forming a vector of estimates e i of j components. The voting function V is an arbitrary function where 1 For practicality reasons we generate a larger window size and select the predictors using regular expressions 2. Median voting function: The median of the base expert estimates.
Mode voting function:
The mode is the most probable estimate based on the distribution of the estimates of the base experts.
It is important to note that one can set other parameters such as the smoothing kernel or distance function of the base local linear regression experts or set more K, W values resulting in more experts. This decision is essentially a function of computational power at hand or time that one wishes to take to perform the predictive step. In later sections it will be shown that the increase in the number of committee members increases the overall yield of the algorithm, however also increases the computational time needed to perform the predictive step.
Analog to the base experts, a committee also has a performance ( ) at the i th iteration: this is the accumulated wealth of the committee working on the j th asset in the i-1 th iteration (since we do not know the return of the i th trading period we cannot use ). We will use this performance measure as a weight of the estimate v i,j of the committee in generating portfolio weights.
Generating portfolio weights
The selection of a portfolio is the method, algorithm or strategy one finds values for B i . Dynamic asset allocation allows investors to compute B i for each trading period. Portfolio weight calculation in our setup is based on a heuristic: no optimization is done on historical data, only the committee estimates and the committee's accumulated wealth ( ) are used.
The main reason behind this is practicle: runtime optimization. If one wants to experiment with dozens of assets on a long timeframe runtime will become an issue as one model may be relevant theoretically but could not be implemented because of runtime limitations: the weights must be computed in each trading period.
2 If the trading period length is long (eg. 1 week) this is not an issue, however if the granularity is small (1 hour to a few minutes) -as it is often the case with automated trading strategies -one may find theoretically optimal models impossible to implement as extensive portfolio weight optimization with current technology is impossible given the frequency one have to recalculate the weights.
After create the universe of stocks by gathering data with the given granularity the Local Linear Regression Committee (LOLREC) portfolio weight estimation method can be split into 7 steps. We present the algorithm in the i th iteration. The first iteration LOLREC uses an equally weighted portfolio vector. The j th component of the portfolio vector is the product of the committee's estimate and committee's historical performance, normalized by the sum of the vector components. Note that in the implementation we first compute the b i,j using the denominator and normalize only if ∑ is not 0.0, that is all v i,j < 1.0, thus truncated to 0.0. In this occasion capital rests in cash with return 1.0, because no return estimate offers an increase in capital. 6. The return of the portfolio and the accumulated wealth of the individual committees are calculated with Formula 3.
(Formula 3)
7. The committees return is calculated by Formula 4.
In the next section we show some numerical results that the strategy achieves on reference datasets and recent data. The only super-parameter of the LOLRECdisregarding the vast abilities one could experiment with smoothing kernels, distance functions and different K, W values in the base experts -is m, that is the number of assets with largest estimated next-period returns to be selected.
Datasets
Three datasets were used to investigate the efficiency of the LLRE-PWE algorithm. We will refer to them as: SNP500, NYSEMERGED and NYSEOLD. The former two are benchmark datasets used in [2, 3] . We will compare our results to theirs where applicable. SNP500 consists of 453 different stock's daily returns. Stocks were chosen from stocks of that makes up the S&P500 index. The dataset ranges from 17.04.2007 to 17.04.2012 and gives 5 years of data in 1260 examples. Stocks used had no missing values (there were price movements for all days in the given interval) and we excluded stocks that were either removed or added to the index, gone bankrupt or bought by a third party during the investigation period. This introduces a selection bias in our results. The returns were computed from split and dividend adjusted closing prices.
The NYSEMERGED dataset have 19 stock's daily returns with a 44 year timespan (11178 trading days that end in 2006). This dataset were used in a number of articles, see [2, 3] . The stocks in this dataset are from the New York Stock Exchange.
NYSEOLD consist only 22 years and 33 assets daily returns (5651 trading days ending in 1985). Some of the assets here can also be found in the NYSEMERGED dataset (those that did not go bankrupt the time after NYSEOLD dataset had ended). This dataset is also used in various papers [2, 3] . . The best benchmark -that is a kernel based log-optimal dynamic portfolio selection strategy reported in [ Table 3 . LOLREC portfolio selection strategy with different voting functions compared to the best benchmark kernel-based log-optimal portfolio selection strategy reported in [2] Further analysis shows that there is one asset KINAR, which was extremely predictable, thus generated a significant portion of the returns. The expert with average voting strategy of KINAR alone had 3.51*10 8 return generated. This inevitable biased the results, which we will address in the next experiment. Note that by using individual predictors LOLREC also gives us the ability to find extremely predictable assets in a set of stocks that a trader can concentrate on.
Results
Results of LOLREC on NYSEOLD dataset
We will see in later sections that the market structure changed. In recent years (ending in April 2012) the mode voting strategy is superior compared to the average and median voting strategy.
4.2.
Results of LOLREC on NYSEMERGED dataset
We have tested the algorithm on NYSEMERGED that has a longer timeframe and the outliers like KINAR removed. As the benchmark papers report average annual yields, we will not do otherwise. We have reduced the number of committee members to 9: a committee ([ ] [ ]) was used with the three voting functions for each asset. This setup may reduce the AAY of each committee and the AAY of the portfolio, but it would have been computationaly infeasable to perform the experiment with a greater number of base experts. As for the previous experiment we will stick to selecting the top 10 performers (m=10).
We report that the performance measured by AAY is reduced to 26% for the average voting strategy, 22% for the median voting strategy and 19% for the mode voting strategy. This shows that the removal of outlier assets like KINAR (which were remarkably predictable) significantly reduced the AAY furthermore the reduction in committee members significantly impacted achieved AAY. The AAY reported in [12] for the kernel based semi-log-optimal portfolio is 31% for this timeframe. This shows that LOLREC performs best when extremely predictable assets are in the portfolio, although selecting a larger number of experts may increase the performance (this might be investigated in the future). Figure 1 shows the wealth at each trading period. 
Wealth
show how the change in the structure of the market affected the committees we perform an experiment on more recent data SNP500.
Results of LOLREC on SNP500
The SNP500 dataset has a lot more assets and also show how flexible LOLREC is. We test the portfolio diversification effect by changing the m parameter. We use committees ([  ] [ ]) so the next-day return is based on 100 base estimators for an individual asset. First we will show in Table 5 Table 5 . AAY, worst 1-period return and minimum of capital achieved by LOLREC selecting the top 10 performing stocks Table 5 shows that the best voting strategy was the mode voting strategy, thus shed light on, that the market structure changed: the better performing voting strategies of the past are not as efficient in the future. If LOLREC strategy would be applied in today's market the mode voting strategy would be the optimal choice, with an AAY of 37%. The mode voting strategy did not lose a lot of value during trading: lost only 14% of its initial value, as opposed to the other voting strategies, where the average voting strategy lost 73%, the median voting strategy lost 71% of the initial capital. On the other hand the mode voting strategy had the worst 1-period return of -17%. The other strategies worst 1-day is also comparable to this value and not significantly better.
We will now perform experiments with the parameter m on the mode voting strategy since it was the most profitable. We will compare the results to the equally weighted portfolio and the buy-and-hold return of S&P500 index. After m > 291 LOLREC did not produce any different values meaning that the one time the maximum number of estimated next-period positive returns was 291. Figure 2 shows the returns of LOLREC as the function of m and the standard deviation of one-period returns. The optimum value is at m=9 (for the maximum return portfolio), although at m=16 and m=26 there are two local maxima offering less volatile returns. We show the resulting wealth gained from a hypothetical 1 unit investment in the first period for the LOLREC strategy compared to the equally weighted portfolio and the S&P500 index. Figure 3 shows that LOLREC significantly outperforms both baselines and achieves 5.3583 wealth in the end (this means 39% of AAY). Figure 3 . LOLREC portfolio weight selection yields and benchmark yields By increasing the m parameter and selecting more stocks the wealth achieved converged to 1.4378 and std(R i ) 4 = 0.0187, which compared to the equal weighted portfolio's S=1.3627 and std(R i ) = 0.0190 means that the algorithms not only produced greater final wealth on the most diversified version, it also produced less volatile returns or in other words a less risky portfolio than the equally weighted portfolio.
Analysis of the committees reveal the usefulness of the LOLREC strategy. On average the committees outperformed the buy-and-hold strategies by 40%. Table 6 sums up some findings about the committees. Table 6 . Data collected on individual committee performances on SNP500 dataset (m=9)
Future work
In this section we mention some possible future improvements of the algorithm. We have already mentioned that not only the committee's performances but each base expert's performance could be used when the voting takes place in the committee: this being a new kind of voting function, the performance weighted average vote. Further algorithm parameters like smoothing kernels and different distance functions could be examined to see if the overall yield grows or decreases. We have not demonstrated explicitly the effect of using more experts on yields however results not shown in this paper strongly suggest that more base experts increase the overall yield achieved by the portfolio selection strategy.
6.
Summary
In the paper we have shown that the proposed Local Linear Regression Ensemble Committee with heuristic weight selection based on past performance of the ensemble committees outperform a benchmark portfolio optimization technique that optimize the growth rate of the portfolio reported in [2] . Furthermore we showed practical relevance of the algorithm on recent real world data comprising of 453 different assets from the S&P500 index. With the mode voting function used in the committee an average annual yield of 39% percent can be reached with the selection of the top 9 assets with the largest estimated next-period return. If we increase the number of selected stocks the overall yield of the algorithm decreases, however every possible parameter setting outperforms the equally weighted portfolio's return and the S&P500's return on the timeframe both in terms of yield in the end and risk measured by the standard deviation of 1-period returns.
